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Immuno(T)herapy for age-related diseases
Enrique Gaband�e-Rodr�ıguez1,2,* , Matilda Pfeiffer1 & Mar�ıa Mittelbrunn2,3,**

During the last decade, the stimulation of
T-cell function by the blockage of immuno-
suppressive checkpoints has experienced an
outstanding impact in the treatment of
cancer. Development of the chimeric antigen
receptor T-cell technology has also emerged
as a powerful alternative for patients suf-
fering from oncological processes, especially
those affected by hematological neoplasms.
Recent evidence suggest that the use of
immunotherapy could be extended to non-
oncological diseases and could be especially
relevant for age-associated disorders, open-
ing exciting therapeutic options for a wide
range of diseases of the elderly. Here we
comment on the emergence of T-cell-based
immunotherapies as feasible approaches
that could revolutionize the future of
GeroScience.
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M athematical projections estimate

that the European population over

85 years old will triple by 2050.

With the extension of life expectancy and

the increased percentage of older individuals

in the general population, understanding

why aging results in progressively higher

susceptibility to chronic morbidity, disabil-

ity, and frailty has become a public health

priority. To improve the quality of life, there

is an urgent need to identify the molecular

mechanisms common to the various diseases

of aging and to find new therapeutic

approaches to combat them simultaneously.

While the importance of chronic inflamma-

tion in the development of age-associated

diseases has been widely accepted, a causal

contribution of immune cell dysfunction to

inflammaging, systemic senescence, and aging

has only recently been established (Desd�ın-

Mic�o et al, 2020; Yousefzadeh et al, 2021).

Although both innate and adaptive immune

cells undergo changes over time, these are

especially evident in T cells. This susceptibility

of T cells to age may be partly explained by

the site of their generation, the thymus. The

thymus is subjected to gradual involution start-

ing with puberty and thus, its degeneration is

considered one of the first manifestations of

aging. Due to this thymic atrophy, there is a

decline in the number of new T cells (recent

thymic emigrates) that reach the periphery. T

cells must then begin to perpetuate themselves

by homeostatic proliferation of pre-existing T-

cell clones. Due to this homeostatic prolifera-

tion and because they undergo clonal expan-

sion upon antigen recognition, T cells are

exposed to a great replicative pressure. During

the successive rounds of divisions, T cells

gradually lose their stemness and differentiate

into terminally differentiated subsets, acquir-

ing a senescent phenotype.

In our laboratory, we have generated a

mouse model with prematurely aged T cells

by forcing a severe mitochondrial failure

due to a deletion of the mitochondrial tran-

scription factor A in both CD4+ and CD8+ T

cells. T cells from these mice display prema-

ture signs of aging, including the acquisition

of a pro-inflammatory and dysfunctional

state, that reduces the ability to respond to

acute infections and precipitates inflammag-

ing. Strikingly, this was sufficient to trigger

several age-related diseases such as cognitive

impairment, cardiovascular diseases, muscu-

lar and adipose tissue atrophy, metabolic

alterations, and induced the accumulation of

senescent cells in several tissues, suggesting

that aged T cells can directly induce organis-

mal aging and multimorbidity (Desd�ın-Mic�o

et al, 2020). Accordingly, mimicking immune

system aging through the induction of DNA

damage in the whole immune system induced

senescence in multiple tissues (Yousefzadeh

et al, 2021).

These findings suggest that immune cells,

with T cells standing out, could directly act

as inducers of systemic aging. However,

how aged T cells contribute to the appear-

ance of age-related diseases is still unclear as

the T-cell compartment experiments profound,

but still poorly characterized, changes during

aging. These changes include the loss of the

na€ıve T-cell population and the accumulation

of terminally differentiated memory T cells,

some of them with a senescence, exhausted,

or “natural killer” phenotype. In the last years,

thanks to the application of single-cell RNA

sequencing techniques, the phenotypic and

functional complexity of the different subpop-

ulations of T cells that accumulate in aged

tissues is beginning to be unraveled (Elyahu

et al, 2019; Mogilenko et al, 2021). Both senes-

cent and exhausted T cells display certain

molecular hallmarks of aging, like mitochon-

drial decline and epigenetic remodeling

(Carrasco et al, 2022). Exhausted T cells repre-

sent a non-responsive subset characterized by

a defective production of cytokines, which

could be considered a protective response to

avoid tissue damage. On the other hand,

senescent T cells acquire extremely differenti-

ated phenotypes, secreting high amounts of

pro-inflammatory and cytotoxic molecules

and sometimes even acquiring innate

immune cells characteristics which make

them self-aggressive and pathogenic. Support-

ing the pathogenic potential of senescent T

cells in age-related diseases, pioneer studies

have linked the presence of senescent T cells

to different age-related pathologies. For

instance, recent experiments have found

increased numbers of clonally expanded
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CD8+ T cells with some features of senes-

cence in the brains of patients with Alzhei-

mer’s disease (AD; Gate et al, 2020). These

cells express TCRs that recognize antigens of

the Epstein-Barr virus and their presence has

been inversely correlated with cognitive

capacity. Additionally, it has been demon-

strated that the age-dependent decline of the

regenerative potential of the nervous system

is promoted by the pro-inflammatory action of

CXCR5+CD8+ T cells that are recruited to the

spinal cord via CXCL13 (Zhou et al, 2022).

In addition, T cells with senescent character-

istics correlate with cardiovascular events.

Altogether, these works suggest that aged T

cells could directly induce organismal aging

in different ways (Carrasco et al, 2022).

In the last decade, the development of

immunotherapy has revolutionized the

oncology field thanks to the use of chimeric

antigen receptor T cells (CAR-T cells) or the

use of immune checkpoint inhibitors to rein-

vigorate T-cell responses. In fact, Drs. James

Allison and Tasuku Honjo saw recognized

their groundbreaking findings on immune

checkpoint inhibitors by the scientific

community when they received the 2018

Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine.

These innovative findings have supposed a

spectacular advance in the treatment of

some still incurable malignancies and have

certainly opened a new era in the treatment

of cancer. These strategies mainly target

inhibitory molecules expressed by exhausted

T cells, such as a programmed cell death-1

(PD-1) or cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated

antigen 4. As recent discoveries suggest that

T cells play a prominent role in different

age-related diseases, the use of these mole-

cules has been proposed as a potential way

to reinvigorate exhausted T cells during

aging. First studies have tested the potential

of anti-PD-1 blocking antibodies in mice

with AD showing beneficial effects. In

these experiments, PD-1 blockade induced

interferon gamma (IFNc) T-cell responses,

promoting the recruitment of peripheral

monocytes to the brain that ameliorated the

pathology, most likely by decreasing Ab
plaque or Tau burden (Baruch et al, 2016).

These works suggest that restoring exhausted

T-cell function could influence the entry and

activity of other immune cells into the

brain resulting in a beneficial effect in

mouse models of neurodegenerative diseases.

However, recent studies demonstrate that the

use of immune checkpoint inhibitors aiming

to reinvigorate exhausted T cells for cancer

treatment was associated with a threefold

higher risk of developing atherosclerotic

cardiovascular events, including myocardial

infarction, coronary revascularization, and

ischemic stroke (Drobni et al, 2020). To

avoid T-cell overreaction and tissue damage

during aging, it would be interesting to

design the opposed strategy: to exhaust or

eliminate senescent T cells instead of re-

activating exhausted cells (Fig 1). In this

regard, different therapeutic strategies appear

as options for this purpose: the depletion of

senescent T cells using senolytic drugs, CAR-

T cells, or vaccines. Additionally, boosting T

regulatory cell (T regs) function could be a

plausible option to exhaust T cells.

Development of the CAR-T cell technology

has opened a new and very specific alterna-

tive to directly target pathological cells.

Besides the common use of CAR T-cells for

hematologic cancers, senolytic CAR T-cells

directed against a senescence-specific surface

antigen have recently been developed. Thus,

in mice with cardiac fibrosis, adoptive trans-

fer of T cells expressing a CAR against the

fibroblast activation protein effectively

reduced fibrosis and restored cardiac function

after injury (Aghajanian et al, 2019). In a

recent, very exciting paper, Amor et al (2020)

identified the urokinase-type plasminogen

activator receptor (uPAR) as a cell-surface

protein that is broadly induced during senes-

cence and generated mouse uPAR-specific

CAR T-cells. This strategy efficiently removed

senescent cells in mice with liver fibrosis. A

major caveat of this technology is that the

clinical production of CAR-T cells is still

expensive and time-consuming, and the

generated CAR-T cells usually do not last for

long once injected back into the recipient. To

overcome this, Rurik et al generated CAR-T

cells directly in vivo and used them to treat

cardiac fibrosis in mice after cardiac injury.

To do so, they injected CD5-targeted lipid

nanoparticles carrying a modified mRNA.

The in vivo generated CAR-T cells exerted

anti-fibrotic properties and restored cardiac

function in mice, holding promising thera-

peutic potential in a wide range of diseases

progressing with fibrosis (Rurik et al, 2022).
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Figure 1. Immunotherapy strategies for the treatment of cancer and age-related diseases.

Classically, immunotherapy strategies using immune checkpoint inhibitors, such as PD-1 blocking antibod-

ies, have focused on reinvigorating exhausted T cells to enhance the immune response against cancer cells.

In addition, the generation of CAR-T cells against cancer cell specific epitopes has served to eliminate malig-

nant cells, especially in hematological neoplasms. During aging, the appearance of senescent T cells pro-

motes the secretion of pro-inflammatory and cytotoxic molecules contributing to inflammaging. In this

context, strategies such as CAR-T cells against senescent T-cell-specific antigens constitute promising strate-

gies to target these cells. Additionally, boosting T reg functions might promote the exhaustion” of senescent

T cells, thus inhibiting their pathological properties.
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These examples confirm that the generation

of CAR-T cells to eliminate senescent or

pathogenic cells is a feasible strategy to

ameliorate age-related diseases. An alterna-

tive application with widespread beneficial

effects would be the elimination of senes-

cent T cells subsets by specific CAR-T cells.

However, the viability of this strategy

depends on the identification of specific cell

surface antigens exclusively expressed by

senescent T cell subsets. A potential candi-

date could be CD153, which has been identi-

fied as a senescent T-cell marker in the

visceral adipose tissue of mice fed on a high-

fat diet (Yoshida et al, 2020). Immunization

with a CD153 peptide sequence vaccine elim-

inated senescent T cells in the adipose tissue

and improved glucose tolerance and insulin

sensitivity in these mice suggesting that vacci-

nation could be a therapeutic option to treat

age-related diseases.

Another potential approach to treat age-

related diseases could be the induction of T

regs, which harbor immunosuppressive func-

tions and control the activation of pathogenic

T-cell subsets. Boosting T reg responses has

been largely used to prevent or delay a wide

range of inflammatory and autoimmune

diseases. Different strategies to induce T regs

such as the administration of low doses of IL-

2 or the engineering of CD4+ T cells to stably

re-express FOXP3, the master transcription

factor for T regs, have been used. These

“induced” T regs cells are immunosuppres-

sive and confer protection against inflamma-

tory diseases but their potential to treat age-

related diseases is still to be addressed. As T

regs suppress immune response, future stud-

ies should confirm whether T regs are able to

transform senescent T cells into a non-

responsive or exhausted phenotype.

Based on the emerging role of T cells as

accelerators of inflammaging, it seems clear

that modulation of the senescent and

exhaustion T-cell programs could open

immense opportunities, not only in anti-

tumor therapies, but also in preventing age-

related diseases. Gaining a more comprehen-

sive understanding of the various T-cell

intrinsic and extrinsic stimuli that instruct T-

cell differentiation toward a dysfunctional

state during aging is essential for designing

effective strategies to promote healthy aging.

We here introduce the idea of exhausting

senescent T cells in age-related diseases as a

promising strategy to improve our resilience

to age-related disorders. Classically, PD-1

has been considered a T-cell exhaustion

marker. However, a subset of CD8+ PD1+ T

cells that secrete high amounts of granzyme

K (GzmK), a factor that stimulates senes-

cence in other cells such as fibroblasts,

has recently been identified. This supports

that different age-associated T-cell subsets

accumulated in old tissues can promote

tissue damage. Of note, the presence of this

CD8+GzmK+PD-1+ population correlates with

markers of inflammaging such as IL-6, IL-8, and

TNFa in aged humans (Mogilenko et al, 2021).

These findings exemplify the importance of a

better characterization of the different subsets

of age-associated T cells, uncovering additional

markers that are exclusively expressed by

exhausted or senescent T cells to design strate-

gies to specifically target them.

During the last decade, research has

witnessed the revolution of immunotherapy as

a reality for cancer treatment. Very recent

evidence suggest that T cells play a prominent

role in the development of some age-related

diseases as relevant as myocardial infarction,

atherosclerosis, neurodegeneration, or ischemic

stroke. Thus, the use of immunotherapy to

specifically target some pathogenic subsets

of T cells now appears as a promising

therapeutic option to simultaneously inter-

vene in the course of different diseases whose

incidence will exponentially grow in the next

years.
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